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ABSTRACT
Severalmodern vehicles provide the option to select a drivingmode.
However, the literature contains no empirical studies that investigate
how drivingmodes affect the vehicle’s dynamic behaviour in regular
on-road driving. We examined for which CAN-bus signals the dif-
ferences between Renault’s Multi-Sense R© comfort and sport modes
are most apparent. We gathered data on a 26.3 km route contain-
ing a rural and highway section. A single person drove the route four
times in comfort mode and four times in sport mode. By statistically
analysing and ordering 887 CAN-bus signals, we found strong differ-
ences between the two modes for rear-wheel angle, engine torque,
longitudinal acceleration, and vertical motion. Parameter identifica-
tion of a quarter car model identified a 3.5 times higher damping
coefficient for the sport mode compared to the comfort mode. Due
to four wheel steering, compared to the comfort mode, the sport
mode yielded a higher lateral acceleration and yaw rate for a given
steeringwheel angle anddriving speed. In conclusion, this studypro-
vides quantitative insight into the extent to which the Multi-Sense
driving modes impact the vehicle’s lateral, longitudinal, and vertical
dynamic behaviour. The results and the analysis methods help guide
future driving mode designs.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Drivingmodes

In recent years, cars have evolved from vehicles having invariable characteristics to vehicles
of which the dynamic characteristics can be changed using active springs, dampers, drive-
train, and steering systems [1]. These active dynamic components aim to improve comfort
(e.g., by reducing vibrations in vehicle’s body [2] and stability [3–5]). On top of this, some
vehicle models offer the option to alter the parameters of the active dynamic components
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by selecting different driving modes (e.g., sport or comfort mode). These driving modes
intend to offer distinct ride experiences, e.g. a comfort mode for a ‘smooth and silent ride’
versus a sport mode for a ‘shaky adventurous ride’ [6–8].

Nowadays, many car brands offer the driver the possibility to manually select one of the
three basic driving modes such as Eco, Comfort, or Sport. One particular system, high-
lighted in this paper, is Renault’s Multi-Sense�. The Multi-Sense modes (i.e., comfort,
sport, eco, neutral) impact not only parameters concerning the vehicle dynamics (e.g. rear-
wheel steering, drivetrain, and dampers), but also cockpit ambience (e.g., colour of ambient
lighting, dashboard interface) [9].

A number of studies have examined the potential of driving modes in areas such as
fuel/energymanagement [10–12], chassis control [13–15], and adaptation to personal driv-
ing styles [16]. The existing literature focuses on the functionality of individual active
vehicle components, where a distinction can be made between active components that
affect longitudinal/lateral (Section 1.2) and vertical vehicle dynamics (Section 1.3). How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no empirical studies in the current literature investigate
differences in vehicle behaviour as a function of different driving modes.

1.2. Active lateral and longitudinal vehicle dynamics

The characteristics of the steering system are known to influence the subjective steering feel
and comfort [17–19] as well as lane-keeping performance [20,21]. An important param-
eter is the steering ratio, which is the ratio between the driver’s steering wheel angle and
the front wheel angle. In most conventional cars, the steering ratio and turning radius are
mechanically linked and invariant [22]. Invariant steering systems allow drivers to develop
a reliable mental model [23]. However, invariant systems cannot accommodate differences
in desired steering responsiveness for different driving situations. For example, at high
speed (e.g., highway driving), a low-gain steering system may be preferred as the driver
requires small steering angles and high accuracy. At low speed, accuracy and stability are
less critical, and a high-gain steering system may be preferred to accommodate a parking
manoeuvre [4].

Various active steering systems exist, such as four-wheel steering (4WS), active front
steering, steer-by-wire, and direct yaw control [7,24]. These systems enable functionalities
such as speed-dependent change of vehicle agility (faster lateral movement of the vehicle
with the same steering input), manoeuvrability (change in turning radius), steering effort
(lower steering torques to achieve a similar lateral response), and stability (active safety by
superposition of the steering angles or rear wheel angle in case of 4WS) [3,25–28].

Four-wheel steering enables active rear-wheel steering in addition to the front axle [29].
With 4WS, at low speed, the rear wheels countersteer the front wheels (Figure 1a), and at
high speed, they are turned in the same direction (Figure 1b). Countersteering shortens
the virtual wheelbase (see Figure 1b), resulting in a smaller turning radius compared to
no 4WS, whereas parallel steering increases the virtual wheelbase (see Figure 1a). Thus,
for a constant steering wheel angle and constant speed, countersteering results in a higher
steady-state yaw rate and lateral acceleration compared to parallel steering. Additionally,
parallel steering results in a faster build-up of the lateral acceleration towards a target value
as compared to regular front steering [30–34]. For parallel steering, the transfer func-
tion of steering wheel angle to lateral acceleration has a low phase shift as the vehicle can
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Figure 1. Steering configurations: (a) Parallel steering; (b) Counter steering. For a constant front steering
angle, the turn radius is smaller for countersteering as compared to parallel steering [31].

generate rear-wheel slip angles without the need for a vehicle sideslip angle, reducing the
time required to reach a steady-state condition.

Active longitudinal vehicle dynamics components include engine characteristics, throt-
tle response, and gear switching control [35].

1.3. Active vertical vehicle dynamics

The suspension system includes the springs, dampers, and linkages that separate the car
body (sprung mass) from the wheel assembly (unsprung mass). It has the function to
improve the comfort of the vehicle occupants (i.e., reduce road vibrations in the car body)
and to provide desirable handling specifications and contact between the tyres and road
surface [36,37]. Where soft components, in general, improve ride comfort, a hard suspen-
sion improves handling specifications [38–41]. Passive suspension systems can only offer
a compromise between these conflicting criteria [42,43], resulting in sub-optimal vehicle
characteristics.

Active suspension components enable online changes of the stiffness and damping
settings. Current commercialised vehicles utilise variable damping in combination with
passive springs but typically do not use variable stiffness, a concept that is currently in a
research phase [36,44,45]. Besides variable damping and stiffness, active suspensionmech-
anisms can apply control strategies to minimise the impact of braking and cornering on
the body (active body control, active roll control) and to compensate for road irregularities
[30,46,47]. The performance of these components strongly depends on the implemented
controller design (e.g., [37,48–51]).

Driving modes could affect the functionality of these components [13,14]. For example,
for a sport driving mode, a higher variable damping parameter could be utilised to feed
more vibrations to the driver. For a comfortmode, softer dampingwould be used to remove
these vibrations.

1.4. The need for understanding the impact of drivingmodes on the vehicle’s
dynamic behaviour

As pointed out above, a substantial body of literature exists on the behaviour of individual
active components. However, no empirical studies investigate how these individual active
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components are affected by driving modes. Furthermore, for actual roads, the impact of
driving modes on the vehicle’s dynamic behaviour is unknown. In the present exploratory
study, we aimed to quantify the vehicle’s dynamic changes between the Renault Multi-
Sense� comfort and sport modes. According to Renault [9], the comfort mode ‘favours
smooth steering’ and the sport mode ‘permits an increased responsiveness from the engine
and the gearbox’. We aimed to make the dynamical effects of these modes transparent in
the scientific literature. Accordingly, we gathered naturalistic driving data on a route con-
taining a rural road and a highway road section. A single driver drove the same route four
times in comfort mode and four times in sport mode. Based on logged CAN-bus data (887
signals associated with rigid body motions, steering, and powertrain responses), we inves-
tigated which vehicle state variables discriminate the twomodes, and used that selection to
analyse the vehicle’s longitudinal, lateral, and vertical dynamic behaviour in more detail.
Changes in damping characteristics were quantified by identifying the damping coefficient
in a simulation model of the suspension travel.

2. Experimental design

2.1. Test driver

One test driver (first author, male, 26 years old, eight years licensed to drive) participated
in this study. In the past 12 months, the test driver drove 1–3 times a week, with a yearly
mileage of about 10,000–15,000 km.

2.2. Apparatus

In the study, the test driver drove a 2015 Renault Talisman (Figure 2c) equipped with
Multi-Sense and a CAN-bus for data gathering. The 887 CAN signals were recorded at
frequencies ranging from 10Hz to 100Hz. The GPS location was recorded (sampled at
0.5Hz) using an iPhone SE and the ‘GPS tracker’ application.

2.3. Road trajectory

The driver drove on roads in France (near Versailles). The route consisted of a 9.1 km long
rural road section (Figure 2a) and a 14.5 km long highway road section (Figure 2b), which
together are referred to as the combined route (23.6 km). The rural road section contained
single-lane and two-lane sections, with very little traffic (<2 cars per drive). The highway
road section included two highway exits and two entries and had an advisory speed of
110 km/h. On the highway, low-density traffic was encountered.

2.4. Procedure

The driver was given the task to drive as he normally would, andwith similar average speed
for both the sport and comfort modes. The driver was familiar with the roads and with
both modes before the start of the experiment. The two sections were driven on two sepa-
rate days: the rural road section on day one and the highway section on day two. Each road
section was driven four times in sport mode and four times in comfort mode in alternating
order (starting with the sportmode for the rural road on day one and starting with comfort
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Figure 2. (a) rural road section (9.1 km), (b) highway section (14.5 km), (c) 2015 Renault Talisman
equipped with Multi-Sense used in the experiment. The start/end is visualised with an S-sign, and the
driven direction for the rural road is indicated with an arrow.

at the highway on day two). Between each driven section, there was a 5-minute break to
mitigate fatigue. Furthermore, after the first four drives (2x sport and 2x comfort) there
was a one-hour long break. For the highway road, the driver performed multiple overtak-
ing manoeuvres. The combined route took 27min (14min for the rural road section, and
13min for the highway road). On both days it was a clear day with an external temperature
on day one (rural road) of 19°C and on day two (highway) of 21°C. Finally, the first day
there was 33 l in the fuel tank at the start of the experiment, and on day two 27 l.

2.5. Dependentmeasures

2.5.1. Ordering the data
The following procedure was performed to find which measures discriminate between the
comfort and sport modes. For each of the eight drives per road type (i.e., four drives in
comfort mode & four drives in sport mode), we calculated for both sections (highway and
rural road separately) and for all 887 CAN measures, the mean value of each of the sig-
nals, the standard deviation of each signal (a measure of variation), and the mean absolute
successive difference of each signal (a measure of the amount of sample-to-sample fluctua-
tions in the signal). Next, Cohen’s d (Equation 1, [52]) was computed as ameasure of effect
size between the four values for the sport mode and the four values for the comfort mode
for the rural road and the highway separately. Cohen’s d describes how much two samples
(i.e., sport and comfort) differ from each other.

d = μsport − μcomfort

s
, s =

√
(s2sport + s2comfort)

2
(1)

With μk the sample mean of the four values of a particular mode, s the pooled stan-
dard deviation, and sk the standard deviation of the four values of a particular mode. An
illustration of the meaning of Cohen’s d is provided in Appendix A.
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2.6. Simulationmodel

2.6.1. Quarter carmodel to identify the sprung damper coefficient
A quarter car linear oscillatory model of the suspension travel [53,54] was used to estimate
the sprung damper coefficient (Figure 3), bs (bs > 0). A constraint optimisation was per-
formed to fit the model-based suspension travel on the empirically obtained suspension
travel from the highway and rural road sections, per driving mode.

Table 1 provides themeaning and value of each parameter used in the simulationmodel.
The values for the vehicle’s sprung and unsprung mass and stiffness were obtained from
Renault. These provided values yield a natural frequency for the sprungmass and unsprung
mass of 1.48 and 10.30Hz, respectively. Using the equation of motion of this system, the
transfer function can be derived for the suspension travel (i.e., the difference between
sprung mass distance and unsprung mass distance (X1 – X2) as a response to the road
disturbance frequency input D) (Equation 2). The road disturbance frequencies D (Hz)
are linearly spaced between 0.47 and 12Hz.

H = X1 − X2
D

= −mS
∗bu∗s3 − ms

∗ku∗s2

(ms∗s2 + bs∗s + kS)∗(mu∗s2 + (bs + bu)∗s + (ks + ku)) − (bs∗s + ks)∗(bs∗s + ks)

(2)

Figure 3. The quarter car linear oscillatory model used to model the suspension travel (X1 – X2) for
different road disturbance frequencies (D).

Table 1. Parameters used in the quarter carmodel. Numbers were provided by Renault.
Parameter bs was estimated using our model identification process.

Name

ms (kg)
(1/2 sprung
rear axle
mass)

ks (N/m)
(sprung
stiffness)

bs (Ns/m)
(sprung
damping)

mu (kg)
(unsprung
mass)

ku (N/m)
(tire

stiffness)

bu (Ns/m)
(tire

damping)

Value 304 29,100 see Section 3.3 70 264,090 150
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The power spectral density (PSD) of the suspension travel can be calculated using
Equation 3.

�x1−x2(f ) = |H(f )|2 ∗ �r(f ) (3)

where H(f ) is the complex frequency function from Equation 2, and �r(f ) is the PSD of
the roughness of asphalt concrete pavement in good conditions, as a function of temporal
excitation frequency (Equation 4; see [39,55], for a more detailed explanation).

�r(f ) = Csp ∗ VN−1

f N
(4)

In Equation 4, a roughness coefficient (Csp) of 7.5·10−7 m was used for the rural road
section, and 1.6·10−7 m for the highway section.We assumed a fixed velocity (V) of 11m/s,
and 20m/s for respectively the rural road, and the highway, and wavenumber (N) of 2.59
(rural road) and 2.32 (highway; which is, according to [55], a value for a ‘good pavement’
condition).

3. Results

3.1. Driving behaviour

Table 2 shows no substantial differences in mean speed (<0.7 km/h), brake depression,
and absolute yaw rate between the sport and comfort modes, for the combined route.
For the sport mode, a substantially higher mean absolute rear-wheel angle, mean engine
speed, mean gear number, mean throttle position, mean lateral acceleration, and mean
longitudinal acceleration, compared to the comfort mode.

Figures 4 and 5 show common driving-related measures as a function of travelled dis-
tance across all repetitions for the rural road and highway, separately. From top to bottom,
Figures 4 and 5 show among the four repetitions: (1) the mean speed, (2) the mean engine

Table 2. The mean and standard deviation results of the four repetitions for the comfort and sport for
the combined route, rural road, and highway.

Combined route Rural road Highway

Sport
Mean (SD)

Comfort
Mean (SD)

Sport
Mean (SD)

Comfort
Mean (SD)

Sport
Mean (SD)

Comfort
Mean (SD)

Mean speed (km/h) 57.02 (16.75) 56.64 (16.95) 41.38 (0.67) 40.81 (1.19) 72.65 (1.46) 72.47 (1.02)
Mean brake pressure (bar) 1.54 (0.38) 1.53 (0.26) 1.75 (0.33) 1.55 (0.15) 1.33 (0.32) 1.52 (0.37)
Mean throttle (%) 13.01 (1.81) 17.14 (2.56) 11.32 (0.21) 14.76 (0.38) 14.69 (0.25) 19.51 (0.20)
Mean absolute steering
wheel angle (deg)

18.63 (3.81) 19.06 (4.01) 22.10 (0.48) 22.66 (1.73) 15.12 (0.96) 15.46 (0.27)

Mean absolute yaw rate
(deg/s)

3.42 (0.38) 3.35 (0.34) 3.76 (0.08) 3.65 (0.13) 3.07 (0.05) 3.04 (0.07)

Mean absolute lateral
acceleration (m/s²)

0.672 (0.031) 0.655 (0.038) 0.653 (0.011) 0.626 (0.026) 0.692 (0.033) 0.683 (0.021)

Mean absolute longitudinal
acceleration (m/s²)

0.388 (0.098) 0.349 (0.073) 0.476 (0.031) 0.416 (0.016) 0.300 (0.023) 0.281 (0.006)

Mean engine speed (rpm) 1907.2 (102.0) 1645.1 (165.5) 1812.7 (17.9) 1490.9 (17.5) 2001.7 (11.4) 1799.2 (14.9)
Mean automatic gear
position (-)

4.13 (0.60) 4.64 (0.57) 3.56 (0.07) 4.11 (0.07) 4.69 (0.05) 5.18 (0.05)

Mean absolute rear wheel
angle (deg)

0.288 (0.050) 0.204 (0.033) 0.334 (0.007) 0.234 (0.010) 0.242 (0.011) 0.174 (0.006)
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Figure 4. For the rural road section, six recorded variables averaged across four repetitions as a function
of travelled distance (left) and for a selected travelled distance interval (right). From top to bottom:mean
speed, mean engine speed, mean brake depression, mean steering wheel angle, mean yaw rate, and
mean rear wheel angle.

Figure 5. For the highway section, six recorded variables averaged across four repetitions as a function
of travelled distance (left) and for a selected travelled distance interval (right). From top to bottom:mean
speed, mean engine speed, mean brake depression, mean steering wheel angle, mean yaw rate, and
mean rear wheel angle.

speed, (3) the mean brake pressure, (4) the mean steering wheel angle, (5) the mean yaw
rate, and (6), the mean rear wheel angle for both comfort mode and sport mode. Over
the entire route, no substantial difference in speed and brake pressure can be seen for the
two modes. Regarding longitudinal dynamics, the engine speed was higher for sport as
compared to comfort. In terms of lateral dynamics, the results show higher rear-wheel
angles, but smaller steering wheel angles for the sport mode as compared to the com-
fort mode. No clear differences can be observed for the yaw rate. The differences in the
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vehicle’s vertical, lateral, and longitudinal dynamic behaviour will be analysed in more
detail in Sections 3.2–3.5.

3.2. Most-discriminatingmeasures between comfort and sportmode

The Cohen’s d effect sizes for the 30 most-discriminating measures (i.e., largest Cohen’s
d values) for the rural road and the highway are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.

Figure 6. For the rural road section: the ranking of the absolute value of Cohen’s d, that is, the 30 most
discriminative measures between the sport mode and comfort mode out of 887 measures. Left: mean
of the signal, Middle: standard deviation of the signal, Right: mean absolute successive difference of the
signal.

Figure 7. For the highway section: the ranking of the absolute value of Cohen’s d, that is, the 30 most
discriminative measures between the sport mode and comfort mode out of 887 measures. Left: mean
of the signal, Middle: standard deviation of the signal, Right: mean absolute successive difference of the
signal.
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The largest differences in means occurred for engine speed (RPM), engine-torque related
values, and throttle, mostly because the car drove longer at a lower gear in sport mode
(see Table 2), resulting in a higher available torque (Table 2), and lower throttle input
percentage (Table 2). The largest differences in standard deviations occurred for engine
speed (RPM), throttle position, and rear-wheel angle. Finally, the largest differences in
high-frequency variation (i.e., the mean absolute difference) were found for the suspen-
sion travel (described in more detail in Section 3.3) and rear-wheel angle (described in
more detail in Section 3.4).

3.3. Vertical dynamics

3.3.1. Power spectral density of suspension travel to identify the damping coefficient
The suspension travel time response of the four repetitions, for the rural road and highway
separately, were combined in one data vector and submitted toMATLAB’s p-Welch power
spectral density estimator [56–58]. Due to the high impact of the pavement roughness
and vehicle speed on the vehicle’s oscillatory behaviour, the results were identified sepa-
rately for both the highway (low pavement roughness and high speed) and rural road (high
pavement roughness and low speed). The power spectral density estimate for the sport and
comfort mode and the fitted quarter car model are shown in Figure 8. The constraint opti-
misation, which fitted the model-based suspension travel on the observed data, identified
a 3.38× higher damper setting for sport (1585Ns/m) than for comfort (469Ns/m) for the
highway section and a 3.32× higher damper setting for sport (1079Ns/m) than for com-
fort (325Ns/m) for the rural road section. A higher suspension travel power was found for
comfort than sport around the natural frequencies of the sprung mass and unsprung mass

Figure 8. Power spectral density of the vibrations of the suspension travel for the highway section (a)
and the rural road section.
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of 1.48 and 10.30Hz, respectively. The natural frequencies locations are identical for sport
and comfort mode.

3.4. Lateral dynamics

Figures 9–11(a) illustrate the impact of vehicle speed and steering wheel angle on the rear-
wheel angle, yaw rate, and lateral acceleration. Figures 9–11(b) show the slopes of fitted
linear regression lines for speed bins of 5 km/h for a combination of the combined route
and the four repetitions.

Figure 9a shows that between 20 and 30 km/h, more countersteering is performed for
the sport than for the comfort mode, whereas for speeds between 80 and 90 km/h, more
parallel steering is performed for comfort than for sport. This effect is visualised for all
speeds ranges between 0 and 115 km/h in Figure 9b.More countersteering is executed (i.e.,
a stronger negative slope value of the rear wheel angle vs. steering wheel angle) for sport
than compared to comfort mode for speeds between 15 and 80 km/h. Above 55 km/h par-
allel steering (positive slope) is exhibited for comfort mode, whereas no parallel steering is
available for the sport mode.

Figure 10 shows that higher yaw rates are obtained for sport mode than for comfort
mode. The yaw rate difference is especially visible when the parallel steering strategy is
executed (i.e., speeds above 55 km/h).

Figure 11 illustrates the effect of vehicle speed on the lateral acceleration response to a
steering wheel deviation. For the sport and comfort mode, the same steering wheel angle
results in higher lateral accelerations when the speed becomes higher. Above 40 km/h,
higher lateral accelerations are observed for the sport mode compared to the comfort
mode.

Figure 9. Rear-wheel angle as a function of steering wheel angle for the sport (red) and comfort mode
(blue). (a) Steeringwheel angle and rearwheel angle between20and30 km/h (light) and80 and90 km/h
(dark). (b) The slope of the linear regression between steering wheel angle and rear wheel angle per
5 km/h speed bin. Results are based on the combined route and the four repetitions combined.
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Figure 10. Yaw rate as a function of steering wheel angle for the sport (red) and comfort mode (blue).
(a) Steeringwheel angle and yaw rate between 20 and 30 km/h (light) and 80 and 90 km/h (dark). (b) The
slope of the linear regression between steering wheel angle and yaw rate per 5 km/h speed bin. Results
are based on the combined route and the four repetitions combined.

Figure 11. Lateral acceleration as a function of steering wheel angle for the sport (red) and comfort
mode (blue). (a) Steering wheel angle and lateral acceleration between 20 and 30 km/h (light) and 80
and 90 km/h (dark). (b) The slope of the linear regression between steering wheel angle and lateral
acceleration per 5 km/h speed bin. Results are based on the combined route and the four repetitions
combined.

3.5. Longitudinal dynamics

Figure 12 shows the mean longitudinal acceleration (m/s2) as a function of brake pressure
input (bar) and throttle input (%) for the comfort and sport modes for the combined route
and the four repetitions combined. The results show an increased longitudinal acceleration
for sport mode than for comfort mode for throttle inputs between 20% and 40%. No clear
differences can be seen for the decelerations in comfort mode.
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Figure 12. The raw (thin lines) andmean (thick lines) longitudinal acceleration as a functionof thebrake
and throttle depression for the sport and comfort repetitions for the combined route.

4. Discussion

In this exploratory study, we aimed to quantify the differences in the vehicle’s dynamic
behaviour between the Renault Multi-Sense sport mode and comfort mode in naturalistic
driving conditions. We gathered driving data on a combined route (26.3 km) containing a
rural road and a highway section, using a single driver driving the same route four times
in comfort mode and four times in sport mode. The data were analysed for differences
between sport and comfort mode in three steps: (1) an analysis of 11 selected measures,
to analyse differences in general driving behaviour, (2) an investigation of which vehicle
state variables best discriminate between the two driving modes, based on calculating the
Cohen’s d effect size of metrics (mean, standard deviation, and mean absolute difference)
for all 887 CAN-bus signals, and (3) a detailed analysis of the vehicle’s lateral, longitudinal
and vertical dynamic behaviour for the obtained signals in step 2.

In the first set of analyses, differences between sport and comfort modes were observed
in RPM, rear-wheel angles, steering angle (for large steering angles). Important for this
study, no substantial difference between sport and comfort mode in mean driving speed
(<0.7 km/h) was found, indicating a consistent driving speed across modes and repeti-
tions, as was intended. Additionally, no substantial differences were found for the mean
yaw rate, which is to be expected, since the same yaw rate is needed to drive the same
route.

In the second set of analyses, the sorted Cohen’s d effect sizes revealed strong differ-
ences for longitudinal variables (i.e., drivetrain related signals such as engine speed, engine
torque, throttle, gear ratio), lateral dynamic behaviour variables (i.e. such as rear-wheel
angles), and vertical dynamic variables (i.e., such as the suspension travel). The results
contained several redundancies in CAN signals with the samemeaning (e.g., vehicle speed
in km/h, and vehicle speed in mph), or signals that are causally related (e.g., current gear
ratio, and engine speed), or are unimportant to the present study (e.g., air-conditioning
power). The inclusion of unimportant measures could have been prevented by manually
selecting CAN signals, but would be at the cost of a lower generality.
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In the third set of analyses, differences found in longitudinal, lateral, and vertical
dynamic behaviour were further analysed. The longitudinal dynamic behavioural results
showed that by shifting the car into sport mode, the car initiates a more aggressive throttle
response especially for throttle inputs above 20%, and remaps its gear ratios so that the
car will hold onto gears longer (i.e., higher maximum torque available and more relative
engine power), with higher RPMs and a lower fuel efficiency compared to comfort mode.
For the first time, these results provide evidence that the Multi-Sense sport and comfort
modes substantially affect longitudinal dynamic behaviour.

For lateral dynamic behaviour, the sport mode resulted in a higher mean absolute rear-
wheel angle, due to a difference in rear-wheel steering present above 20 km/h (Figure
9). Countersteering and parallel steering are widely proposed rear-wheel steering control
strategies [30,31,34,59]. In our study, a clear speed-dependent rear-wheel steering con-
trol strategy was observed, with at lower speeds (15–80 km/h) more countersteering for
sport than comfort mode, and at higher speeds (>50 km/h) parallel steering for comfort
mode, and no rear-wheel steering for sport mode. For a given steering input at speeds
above 40 km/h, the sport mode (which used no rear-wheel steering at high speeds), caused
a higher yaw rate and a higher lateral acceleration compared to the comfort mode (which
used parallel rear-wheel steering). These results are in line with literature showing that
for a given steering input parallel steering results in a reduced steady-state yaw rate and
reduced steady-state lateral acceleration Nalecz & Bindemann [32]. Our contribution is
that we showed for the first time how the four-wheel steering strategy is utilised by different
driving modes.

The quarter car model identified a 3.83 times (highway) and 3.32 times (rural road)
higher damper value for the sport than for the comfort mode. Therefore, when driving
in sport mode, the higher value of shock absorber damping provides lower oscillatory
movements at exciting frequencies approximating the resonance frequencies, whereas the
amplitudes of the driver’s vertical acceleration are increased [39]. The manufacturer-
provided sprung, and unsprung mass and stiffness resulted in an accurate estimate of
the natural frequencies (Figure 8). A visual inspection of Figure 8 shows a broadening
of the natural frequencies for the empirical data, a phenomenon that is not captured by
the quarter car model. This broadening could be caused by energy losses due to the non-
linearity of the damping, non-static parameters (mass, stiffness, and damping changes
while driving), or one of the many assumptions in the quarter car model. Indeed, many
assumptions are made in the quarter car model (i.e., fixed speed, static model parame-
ters, linear damping approximation, only one wheel modelled, vertically aligned dampers,
fixed asphalt roughness, equally distributed input frequencies), resulting in inaccuracies.
Nevertheless, it needs to be noted that the quarter car model is an effective model to com-
prehend the order of difference between the average variable damping settings of the sport
and comfort mode, and is widely used to model suspension dynamics [39,40,53].

5. Limitations and future work

Despite the 887 available CAN-bus signals, some vehicle-related signals (e.g., roll, pitch,
sprung-mass acceleration, and wheel load) and driver-related signals (e.g., driver steering
torque) were not part of the CAN-bus dataset. This makes it impossible, for example, to
show the effect of drivingmode on road holding (i.e., instantaneouswheel load) and vehicle
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comfort (i.e., sprung-mass vertical acceleration). For many of these signals, the effect can
be deduced from the results in this paper. In this study, we investigated changes in vehicle
dynamics measured by the CAN signals, using the built-in sensors of the vehicle. Future
studies could add additional sensors to complement our analyses.

In this study, we used a data-driven approach to quantify themain dynamical differences
between sport and comfort mode. It is, of course, true that the working mechanisms of
the active components are known by Renault. However, these are merely software codes
and hard to interpret. For actual roads, the impact of driving modes on the total vehicle’s
dynamic behaviour was not yet documented. That is, how much driving modes affect the
vehicle’s dynamic behaviour was previously unclear in the scientific literature. We aimed
tomake this effect transparent for the first time, and we showed, for example, for the lateral
dynamics, not only the on-road control strategy (i.e., the rear wheel strategy), but also the
effect of this control strategy on vehicle’s dynamical behaviour (i.e., lateral acceleration and
yaw rate).

We quantified the differences in vehicle dynamics between two given driving modes.
Future research could use the opposite approach, namely, to develop new driving modes
based on desired vehicle dynamics. For example, the quarter car model could be used
to determine to what extent the damping coefficients should be adjusted for generating
a driving mode with a particular ride height characteristic. Additionally, based on col-
lected vehicle dynamics data, it should be possible to classify driving modes. For example,
based on observed front and rear wheel angles as well as observed lateral accelerations
and ride height fluctuations, the current vehicle dynamic behaviour could be classified
as ‘sport-like’ or ‘comfort-like’. Based on this classification, novel control strategies, such
as model-predictive control techniques (e.g., [60,61]) could be utilised to create desired
vehicle behaviours. This approach would allow for comparisons of vehicle characteristics
between different vehicle brands and types.

In this study, we aimed to constrain driving style by giving the driver the task to ‘drive
with the same speed’. This approach allowed for a valid comparison of the differences
between the two modes, but it prevented behavioural adaptations on behalf of the driver.
Previous studies have shown that changes in vehicle dynamics and assistance systems
instigate driver adaptations such as driving with a higher speed or driving closer to a lead
vehicle [62–65]. It can be hypothesised that drivers in sport mode will adapt their driving
style towards sportier behaviour. During this experiment, one vehicle and one driver were
used. Future research should investigate how the results relate to different vehicles, driving
modes of different car brands, and a large pool of drivers.

Finally, the impact of Multi-Sense modes on subjective driving experience is a matter
of future study. Besides changes in vehicle dynamics, changes in audio-visual cues can be
expected to contribute to driving experience and system acceptance. The present results
and analysis methods may help guide future studies that evaluate how drivers use and
experience different driving mode designs.

6. Conclusions

Before conducting this study, there was a lack of knowledge about how driving modes
affect the vehicle’s dynamic behaviour in normal driving conditions on real roads. In this
study, we aimed to quantify the differences in vehicle dynamics between the sport and
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comfort mode of Renault’s Multi-Sense�, by statistically analysing 887 CAN-bus signals.
This study showed that during naturalistic driving:

• The driving modes affect lateral dynamics due to four-wheel steering. Compared to the
sport mode, the comfort mode uses less countersteering at low speeds andmore parallel
steering at high speeds (>50 km/h). The four-wheel steering strategy results in a higher
steady-state lateral acceleration and yaw-rate for the sport mode compared to comfort
mode.

• Driving modes affect the longitudinal dynamics due to changes in engine settings. In
the sport mode, the car has a more sensitive throttle response for throttle inputs above
20%, holds onto gears longer, and maintains a higher torque and RPMs, at the expense
of lower fuel efficiency, as compared to comfort mode.

• Driving modes affect the vertical dynamics due to different damping settings. An about
3.5 times higher damper coefficient was identified for the sport mode compared to the
comfort mode.

• Driving modes are more than a ‘gimmick’ but substantially change how the vehicle
responds to the driver’s control input. Future studies are needed to investigate the
impact of these changes on drivers’ behaviour, acceptance, and safety.
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Appendix A – Cohen’s d visualised

Figure A1. The scores of the four repetitions (asterisks) and means of four repetitions (horizontal lines)
for the sport and comfort mode. The whiskers represent the mean± 1 standard deviation. Cohen’s d
represents the number of times the pooled standard deviations fits between the two means.
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